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REMARKS ON STATISTICAL 
INDEPENDENCE OF SEQUENCES 
P E T E R J. GRABNER — ROBERT F. T I C H Y x 
(Communicated by Oto Strauch) 
ABSTRACT. We show tha t an adequate quanti tat ive measure for statistical in-
dependence of sequences is the so-called L2-discrepancy, whereas the usual ex-
tremal is not suitable for this purpose . 
DEFINITION. Two sequences xn , yn in the unit interval U — [0,1] are called 
statistically independent if 
^ æ ( ^ Ě / ( ^ ы - ^ E л - n ) f ; 9 ы ) =o (1) 
^ П=l 7 1 = 1 7 1 = 1 ' 
for all continuous real functions /, g . 
This notion was studied extensively by several authors (cf. [C-L], [Li], [Ra]). 
Obviously, two sequences xn , yn are statistically independent provided that the 
two-dimensional sequence (xn,yn) is uniformly distributed with respect to the 
measure Hi x //2 , where //i and fi2 are the distributions of xn , yn respectively. 
As a general reference for the theory of uniformly distributed sequences, we 
give the classical monograph [K-N]. In this case, the limit relation (1) is also 
true for characteristic functions. This motivates the definition of the extremal 
discrepancy 
N N N 
DN(xn,yn) = SUp\-^r^2xi(Xn)Xj(yn) ~ ~j^2Y2xi(Xn)Y^Xj(yn) , (2) 
/,./ N Z-^
A v n Д A У n ; N2 
П=l 7 1 = 1 7 1 = 1 
A M S S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n (1991): Pr imary 11K06. 
K e y w o r d s : Statistica l Independence, Discrepancy, L2-Discrepancy. 
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where the supremum is taken over all intervals / , J C U. 
The following example shows that this discrepancy does not necessarily con-
verge to 0 if the sequences are statistically independent. 
E x a m p l e . Take un , a sequence in / = [0, | ) converging to — . and 
vn = 1 — un . Let 
f Uk for n = 2k , 
\ Vk for n = 2fc — 1, 
and yn , any sequence with y<in > -?r and H2n-i < IT • Let / and g be con-
tinuous functions and e > 0, arbitrary. Thus, for n > No = No(^) we have 
/(*„)-/(!) < e. Hence, 
IV IV IV 
I jy 5Z f(Xn)d(yn) ~ ^2 EI ^^n) EI ^ ^ 
/ n = l n = l n = l 
<ll/llooNloo(^ + ^ ) + 2 £ y | o c . 
Letting iV —> oo yields the statistical independence of x n and yn . 
Now we consider f = g = Xi • 
N N N N 
\-N^lf(xn)g(yn) - j^Ylf(Xn)J2g(yn) = 2 J v E X / W - • T-
n = l n = l n = l n = l 
Thus, DN > — . 




} } ( 1 N 1 N N \ 2 
= / / JV E X[o^)(^)X[o,y)(l/n) - - ^ E ^ l o ^ ) ( ^ ) E ^ i
0 ' ^ ^ ^ 1 dx dy . 
0 Q ^ n = l n = l n = l ' 
(3) 
THEOREM. The sequences xn . yn are statistically independent if and only if 
DN{xn) yn) —• 0 for N —> oo . 
The proof is mainly based on the following proposition: 
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P R O P O S I T I O N . 
DN(xn,yn)
2 
oo N N N 
=
 L V^ _ 1 _ |J_ ^ R27Ti(kxn+lyn) _ _ l V V J2n i(kxn+lVrr 
1 6 T T 4 -^- k2l2IN-^- N2l^2^
e 
k,i = ~oc n=l n=l m=l 
k,l^O 
P r o o f . We expand the function / ( # , y) — X[o,x)(xn)X[o,y)(ym) into its two-




í í f(x,y)e2*iikx+ly) dxdy= ^—(l - e
2k*ix«) (l - e
2l7riy™) 
0 0 
for k, / ^ 0. Applying ParsevaVs equation in (3) and observing that all terms 
only depending on one variable cancel out yield the desired result. 
The proof of the theorem follows immediately from the proposition applying 
that any continuous function can be uniformly approximated by trigonometric 
polynomials. This is essentially the crucial point for the proof of Weyl's criterion 
in the theory of uniformly distributed sequences. Of course, this criterion is also 
true for statistical independence. 
R e m a r k 1. Obviously, two sequences are statistically independent if 
DN - 0 . 
R e m a r k 2. The extremal discrepancy (2) satisfies a law of iterated loga-
rithm (for almost all sequences in the sense of product measure). This can be 
shown, applying the general method of P h i 1 i p p [Ph]. 
P r o b l e m . Define for 1 < p < oo the //-discrepancy of two sequences by 
D^(xn,ynr 
f ff i N i N N v = / / ( ^_Zx[0,-c)(^)X[0,2/)(2/n) - ^YlX{0^Xn^Y^X{0^ynn dxdV-
() () " = 1 7 1 = 1 7 1 = 1 ' 
Are the sequences xn , yn statistically independent if and only if D^
] -> 0 for 
N --> oo ? 
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